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ABSTRACT. Observations at the snouts of several glaciers in Spitsbergen 
indicate that, between their present apparent limits and the moraines dat
ing from the maximum Holocene extent of ice, wide areas of outwash 
deposi ts underlain by dead glacier ice occur. Such ice was visible at a 
number of localities. Indirect evidence of dead ice includes kettle-holes, 
coll apse structures and, in one case, a subglacial melt stream emerging as 
a fountain within one such plain. Aufeis, formed in early wi nter, can some
times also be preserved in the long term if covered by flu vio-g lacial material. 
The presence of such ice has implications for the interpretation of soft
sed iment structures in glacigenic successions. Previously, many folds and 
faults have been interpreted as resulting from active ice overriding or 
pushing the sediment. Sim ple ablation beneath the sedimen tary layer in 
question also gives rise to similar structures. 

RESUME. Processus de sedimenlalion et pMnomines de glace entem!e dans les zones 
proglaciaires des glaciers du Spitsberg. L 'observation des la ngues terminales de 
plusieurs g laciers du Spitsberg montre que de vastes zon es de depots par 
I'eau reCQuverts par de la glace ma n e cle glacier subsistent entre les Iimites 
ac tu elles a pparentes des glaciers e t Ies moraines datant du maximum holo
ct:ne cl'extension glaciaire. Une telle glace est visible en de nombreux en
droits. D es preuves indirectes de g laces mortes sont apponces par des 
entonnoirs, des structures d'effondrement, et, dans un cas, par un eco
ulement d 'eau de fusion sous-glacia ire qui surgit comme une fontaine dans 
une de ces plaines. Une congere formee au debut de I'hi ver, peut parfois etre 
aussi preservee pour longtemps si elle es t recouverte par du materiel 

I NTRODUCTI ON 

This paper outlines characteristics of the pro
glacial areas of several' Spitsbergen glaciers that 
previously have received little attention. During the 
course of geological investigations since 1977, the 
author has had the opportunity of observing previous
ly little-documented processes operating on the 
fluvio-glacial outwash plains of several valley 
glaciers (Fig. la). These processes concern the be
haviour of outwash streams, the burial of glacier ice, 
and the formation of Aufeis. Their significance re
lates to the sedimentology and stratigraphy of pro-
gl aci al successions. 

In general, the glaciers show no evidence of 
surging. Each of them has undergone slow but steady 
retreat from their maximum Holocene extents. In the 
late nineteenth century most glaciers were advancing 
(Garwood and Gregory, 1898) but by the begi nni ng of 
the twentieth century many were al ready undergoing re
treat (Stevenson, 1905). By the 1920's retreat was 
general (Wordie, 1921) and this pattern has been 
maintained to the present day. The snouts of glaciers 
terminating on land today are up to a few kilometres 
from their maximum Holocene limits, the intervening 
areas being sites of considerable fluvial activity. 

A MORAINE - FLUVIO-GLACIAL OUTWASH COMPLEX WITH 
BURIED ICE PHENOMENA 

The pro-glacial environment in Spitsbergen fre
quently reflects a complex interplay of glacial, 
fluvial, marine, and tidal processes. The pro-glacial 
area of Comfortlessbreen and Uversbreen in Engelskbukta 
is an excellent example. These two separate valley 
glaciers merge near their snouts and spread out into 
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fluvio-glaciaire. La p resence de ccs g laces a des consequences pour 
I'interpretation des structures it sediments meubles dans la succession des 
episodes glaciaires. Autrefois beaucoup de depressions et de lacunes ant ete 
intreprelt~:es comme resultant de l'action d'une glace act ive chevauchant ou 
poussant le sed iment. La simple ablat ion sous le niveau sed im entaire en 
question donne aussi naissance cl des structu res semblables. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Sedimentalionspro;:esse und verschilt/ete Eisbildungell in den 
Vorfeldern von Spitzbergen-Gletschern. Beobachtungen an den Zungcn mehrerer 
Gletscher in Spitzbergen zeigen, dass weite Gebiete von ftuviatilen Ab
lagerungen, unterlagert von Toteis, zwischen ihren derzeitigen, sichtbaren 
Grenzen und den Moranen , die vom Hochststand des Eises im H o lozan 
stammen , vorkamme n. Solches Eis war an ei ner Reihe van Stellen sichtbar. 
Der indirekte Nachweis rur das Vorhand ensein von Toteis stii tzt sich auf 
Kesselformen, Einbruchstrukturen und- in einem Fall- auf ein en sub
g lazialen Schmelzwasserstrom, cler als Fontane innerhalb einer solchen 
Ebene auftaucht. Aufeis, gebild et im Friihwinter, kann manchmal ebenfalls 
langfri stig erhalten bleiben, wenn cs mit flu vioglazialem Material zuge
deckt wird. Das Vorhandensein solchen E ises fLihn zu Schwierigkeiten bei 
der In terpretat ion von weichen Ablagerungen in glazigenen Schichtfolgen. 
Friiher wurden v ie1 e Verwerfungen und Falten als Ergebnis einer aktiven 
Eisiiberfahrung oder -zusammenschiebung des Sediments gedeutet; doch 
fLi hrt ein fache Ablation unter der jeweiligen Sedimentschicht zu ii hnl ichen 
Strukturen. 

a broader valley. Comfortlessbreen terminates partly 
in the sea, into which it calves; Uversbreen ends 
entirely on land (Fig. 1b). The principal character
istics of the pro-glacial area are as follows. 

Outer> moruine C!omplex 
The outer moraine complex of Comfortlessbreen 

attains a height of about 30 m above plain level and 
is 1-2 km from the present glaCier limits. The com
plex overlies a raised-beach terrace which is pre
served outside the moraines. Sand and well-rounded 
pebbles comprise the outer part of the moraines and 
evidently represent pushed-up raised-beach material. 
Towards the glacier, there is a transition to a facies 
of mainly crudely bedded clay with dispersed stones, 
in which some more silty horizons also occur. Bivalve 
shells, mostly broken, some of which are encrusted 
with crustaceans, indicate that this material was 
pushed up from the sea bed. Coralline algae also en
crust some of the stones in this reworked waterlain 
till, further suggesting a marine origin prior to 
the till being raised into a prominent ridge. 

Outwash aroas bethleen outer momines and gLaC!ier 
margins 

Two main areas, partly separated by a moraine 
ridge and a dolostone rock outcrop, can be identi
fied (Fi g. 1b) between the outer moraine and 
Comfortlessbreen. One of these areas i s cove red by 
extensive raised bea ches, comprising reworked till 
and fluvio-glacial material, pitted with large, deep 
depressions, the largest over 200 m across, which may 
represent kettle-holes formerly occupied by dead i ce . 

The main melt-water stream from Uversbreen, 
issuing from along its northern margin, divides, one 
branch forming a braided-channel system outside the 
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Pig. 1. (a) Svalbam, with localities ment;ioned in the text; . (b) Sketch map of the pm- glacial aroa of 
Comfoptlessbroen, Uvepsbreen, and Steenbreen. 

Comfortlessbreen moraines, the other occupying a 
discrete channel running along and undercutting the 
front of Comfort lessbreen . The latter stream flows 
over the dolostone outcrop, beyond which bedded 
fluvio-glacial sands and gravel have been deposited 
as the stream enters the sea . These sediments are 
partly cross -bedded, and have been folded as a re
sult of soft-sediment deformation as stagnant ice 
melted below them . 

The greater part of the other area, a large flat 
outwash plain also between Comfortlessbreen and its 
moraines, comprises principally well-sorted sands 
with l esser amounts of clay, silt and gravel. A small 
outlet stream runs across this plain and cuts through 
it to a depth of 1-2 m. Much silt on this plain is 
thixotropic and quicksands are widespread. Sedi 
mentary structures include clear parallel stratifi
cation, trough cross -bedding, contorted bedding, and 
normal faults with displacements of several centi
metres . The sediments overlie an extensive area of 
thick ice that is exposed only in the stream sect ion 
(Fig. 2) . The crystal structure of this ice is 

Pig . 2. Strotified fluvio- glacial sands and grovels 
ovedying dead glaciep ice with the apparent; snout 
of Comfoptlessbroen beyond . Lead ice is visible 
immediately left of the man and continues to the 
left undep an the sediments exposed in the stream 
section . Glacie l" ice also undel"lies the sman stream 
which here is flowing back towams the glaciep. 
Photogroph taken i n late August 1981 . 

cha ra cteristic of dead glacier ice. A few kettle
holes suggest that the whole of the plain is underlain 
by dead glacier ice. Only a few descriptions of 
faults in fluvio-glacial sediments arising from 
melting of underlying ice have been published; ex
amples have been given by Boulton (1972) from Prlns 
Karls Forland, Spitsbergen, Shaw (1972) from Shrop
shi re, England, and Selsing (1981) from Denmark. 

AUFEIS AND BURIED GLACIER ICE ON AN OUn/ASH PLAIN 

Aufeis or nal ed ice is a phenomenon characteri s
tic of the outwash plains of many Spitsbergen glaciers 
(e.g. Baranowski, 1977, 1982; Cegla and Kozarski, 1977; 
Migala and Sobik , 1982). It is characterized by hori
zontal stratification and stacks of long, vertically 
orientated crystals comprising each layer. Usually, 
such ice disappears by mid-summer, but, under favour
able conditions, it may persist for a considerable 
time. For example, if Aufeis is buried by fluvio
glacial outwash material, it may survive over the sum
mer and give rise to hummocky landforms and de
pressions as the ice melts differentially; Cegla and 
Kozarski (1977) and Baranowski (1977) described such 
features below G~sbreen and elsewhere in southern 
Spitsbe rgen. 

A comp lex association of Aufeis, glacier ice, and 
fluvio-glacial deposits was obse rved in the outwash 
plain below the small glaCier Steenbreen in 
Engelskbukta, western Spitsbergen. 

The outwash plain lies at a considerable angle 
(up to c. 10°) and in late summer (26 August) 1981 a 
1 a rge expanse of Aufeis interbedded with the snow
pack still covered much of the plain (Fig . 3). The 
presence of this ice clearly had had a marked effect 
on the drainage; instead of the usual braided stream 
development, melt-water streams had formed deep, 
vertical-walled channels in the Aufeis itself and in 
a variety of underlying deposits. Some channels had 
been abandoned. 

One channel section (Fig . 4) in the lower part of 
the outwash pla in revealed a 3 m layer of clean Aufeis, 
compris in g not only the typical long vertical crystals 
but also laminated granular ice perhaps formed by re
crystallization of vertical crystals or by freezing of 
sl ush. Beneath the Aufeis lay 1 m of well- to poorly 
so rted sands, gravels, and boulders, representing 
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Pig. 3. Aufei s below the snout of Steenbroen (top left), 
26 August 1981. In the foreground a caver>n beneath 
the Aufei s has parlially collapsed into a now-frozen 
pond. Beyond, a lar>ge channel has been cut through 
the Aufei s by melt water' fr'om the glacie r' but is 
now abandoned. 

various degrees of reworking of till by melt waters. 
Then followed clean glacier ice with a characteristic 
irregular crystal structure, foliation, folding, and 
elongated air bubbles formed by internal deformation 
of the glacier before stagnation. 

In the middle part of the outwash plain, channel-
1 ing had exposed three di sti nct Aufeis layers, 
separated by fluvio-glacial outwash sed1ments. Also 
in the same area, a cavern of arched Aufeis with 
crystals 30 cm long, revealed frozen melt water and 
gravel beneath; presumably a stream passing beneath 
caused melting from below but the arch1ng 1S a puz
zle. W.H. Theakstone (personal communication, 1983) 
noted a similar phenomenon that he observed at the 
eastern side of Austre Lovenbreen in Kongsfjorden on 
29 July 1968. There, one section of Aufeis composed 
of vertically orientated crystals 40-50 cm long was 
arched over a horizontal distance of c. 4 m and to a 
height of 2 m. Concentric collapse over a stream was 
associated with the arch1ng. He tentat1vely sugges
ted that this arching might indicate pushing and 
buckling by the glacier as it advanced in winter. 

Whether multiple Aufeis layers, separated by 
fluvio-glacial deposits, are unique is not known but 
it is not unusual for the feature to survive into 
1 ate summer in other parts of Spitsbergen. Aufeis 
usually forms in early winter when water continues 
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Aufeis complex; layers and lenses o f vertic al ~r Sl~ghtlY 
inclined "candle" ice crystals from 4mm to lern 10 th1ckness , 
interbedded ",ith laminated granular ice layers ..... ith thin, 
fine , fiTn-lik.e crystals bet ..... een 

Fluvioglacial deposits: '>Iealtly strat i fied sand and ~ravel 
underlain by sand, gravel and boulders of revorked till 

Glacier Ice: deformed coarsely crystalline ice (crystals 
several cm long and of irregular s llape ) , with folding 
and foliation 

Pig. 4. Roughly measurod s~ction throug~ an Au~eis 
layer', under'lain success1.- vely by fluv1.-o-glac1.-al de
po si ts and dead glacie r' ice, Steenbroen, 26 August 
1981. Slope angle is 5°. 
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Fig. 5 . Fountain approximately 2 m high T'!-s1.-ng thr'ough 
the outwash plain c . 60 m from the apparont snout 
of Renardbroen, 28 July 1978. At the time this was 
the main dischar'ge from the glacier' and water' was 
visibly eroding the sUr'rounding outwash deposits 
and till. 

to fl ow from the gl acier, although the ai r tempera
ture has already fallen below freezing. In late 
September and early October 1980, rain followed by 
temperatures of -15°C resulted in ice formation on 
the ground at Ny-Al esund just to the north (persona 1 
communication from M.F. Chantry, 1981). Such con
ditions may have been particularly favourable to 
Aufeis development at Steenbreen . 

AN OUTWASH PLAIN FOUNTAIN 

An unusual indication of glacier ice buried be
neath an outwash pl ai n was observed near the snout of 
Renardbreen, a glacier terminating partially in the 
sea but mainly on a gently sloping reworked till 
plain. On 28 July 1978, a vigorous stream issued under 
hi gh pressure about 60 m from the apparent gently 
sloping margin of the glacier, on the pla1n of out
wash gravels between two rock outcrops recently ex
posed by the retreating ice (Fig. 5) . The founta1n 
reached a hei ght of 2 m. After 3 days, two of them 
mi 1 d, wet, and wi ndy, the founta in had bui 1 t up an 
oblique cone of gravel about 2 m high, wh1le the 
issuing water was visibly eroding the surround1ng 
gravel sand ti 11 lodged behind one of the rock out 
crops. At the time, the discharge from th1S stream 
was far greater than that from any other pro-glacial 
stream; clearly, for a time it was the main outlet 
of melt water from the glacier. 

The fountai n appeared to be a new phenomenon when 
observed in late July 1978. In 1977, the main outwash 
st ream of Rena rdb reen d i scha rged from beneath the 
visible ice near the true left margin, forming a 
large outwash plain extending over lodgement till and 
fluted moraine . It is not known whether the d1scharge 
from the glacier reverted to a more normal position 
after our 1978 vi sit. 

Water issuing from a glacier snout under high 
pressure is not unusual, nor are fountains at the 
glacier surface . For example, Baranowski (1973, 1975) 
described water-spouts up to 60 m high originating 
from cracks in Werenskioldbreen, south-west Spitsbergen. 
However, the phenomenon described above is unique and 
can only be explained by the outwash-plain debris 
rather thinly covering buried glacier ice, in which 
englacial or subglacial channels still were connected 
with the visible part of the glacier. The absence of 
the fountain in 1977 might indicate blockages of 
these channels which subsequently were flushed out. 

The outwash plain of the nearby Recherchebreen 
i ncl udes buried gl acier ice beneath 1.5 m of outwash 
gravels, and some collapse features are present. 
Although buried glacier ice was not seen at 
Renardbreen, all the available evidence suggests that 
it does exist there, as elsewhere . 
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IMPLICATIONS OF BURIED ICE 

The aforementioned glaciers are typical of many 
in Svalbard that terminate on flat outwash plains 
close to sea-level. Observations indicate that many 
outwash plains within the limits of the maximum post
glac ial advance are underlain by dead ice of unknown 
thickness, as evidenced by kettle-holes, collapse 
structures and, occasionally, stream sections cutting 
through to the ice level. The Renardbreen fountain is 
a further but unusual indicator of buried ice. Despite 
the presence of such ice, the active glacier ma rgins 
appear to be well defined (Fig. 5). Dynamically, this 
dead ice is isolated from the main glacier, although 
the Renardb reen example suggests that englacial or 
subg lacial drainage channels can be continuous. 

In any subsequent advance this ice could play a 
significant role, especially as large ice masses 
buried by fluvio-glacial deposits might become re
juvenated relatively quickly. Buried Aufei8, of the 
type observed at Steenbreen, where more than one 
horizon is preserved by outwash deposits, could also 
influence the behaviour of an advancing glacier. In 
effect, areas like this represent accumulation areas 
at the glacier snout. Crystallographically, buried 
dead glacier ice and Aufei8 are easily distinguished 
but the difference may soon be obscured when re
crystallizin g as the ice becomes dynamically active. 
A glacier advance incorporating stratified fluvio
glacial sediments and Aufei8 could give rise to the 
bed-parallel debris layers seen in the basal parts of 
some glaciers. 

The presence of widespread buried ice also has 
implications for interpreting sedimentary st ructures 
in Quaternary and pre-Pleistocene glacigenic success
ions. Soft-sediment deformation structures such as 
faults and folding are usually inferred to be the re
sult of glacio-tectonic effects such as overriding or 
pushing of soft sediment by an advancing glacier. 
However, some authors have explained normal faults as 
the result of collapse of sediments as buried ice 
melts (Boulton, 1972; Shaw, 1972; Se lsing, 1981) . 
Not only faults but also folds and contorted bedding 
may be the result of ablation below a fluvio-glacial 
or till plain of old buried glacier ice. Faulting 
and contorted bedding are well developed, for ex
ample, in sediments overlying the dead ice in front 
of Uversbreen and Comfortlessbreen. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Aufei8, which is widely developed in the pro
glacial areas of many Spitsbergen glaciers, can be 
preserved by buri a 1 under fl uv i o-gl aci a 1 sediments 
along with considerable bodies of dead glacier ice. 
The presence of buried ice i s indicated by pitted 
and hummocky outwash plains, and in one case by a 
melt-water fountain. Ablation of such ice beneath 
fluvio-glacial and glacial materials may lead to the 
development of synsedimentary folding and normal 
faulting. Similar structures in older glacial success
ions may be explained in this way rather than the 
more usual one of glacio-tectonic deformation. 
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